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The Examining Authority 

Sunnica DCO 

Dear Sirs 

THE MITCHAM FAMILY – POST HEARING REPRESENTATIONS – REFERENCE 20031327 

Bidwells made representations on behalf of the Mitcham family at CAH2 on 14th February 2023. I now 

write to confirm the points made and provide further details where appropriate. The four key points are 

summarised below. 

● Areas over which rights are being requested is excessive.

● There has been no substantive clarity on timing and impact on the Mitcham family.

● Agricultural land quality is higher than stated in Sunnica’s proposal.

● Negotiations are not being held reasonably.

Rights being requested 

The rights requested by Sunnica in the draft DCO are excessively wide. Typically, along this scheme a 

final 10m easement is proposed, although in some areas for the Mitcham family it is much wider and up 

to 55m. However, powers are being requested over even wider areas (up to 99m). Whilst I understand 

from CAH2 that Sunnica do not believe these requests can be narrowed until detailed intrusive surveying 

is conducted, it is unacceptable to go into a DCO without having done the necessary work required to 

properly design a scheme route. 

My client wants clarification from Sunnica on the route and whether there is a genuine willingness to 

discuss any movement of the proposed route, or a reasonable narrowing of the areas being requested 

for rights over.  

Construction process and timing 

Due to the spread of landholdings owned by the Mitcham family, they will be crossed by the Sunnica 

cabling at a number of different points and therefore are likely to be impacted during various phases of 

the construction. No substantive clarity has been provided on timings, which is not reasonable. This has 

an impact on the planning of the farming business.  

Quality of agricultural land 

There is concern by a number of affected parties of the soil testing carried out, as the submitted 

documentation suggests that the majority of land contained within the scheme is actually of relatively 

limited agricultural value. The Mitcham family’s land does not fall within the actual solar sites, and so this 

does not directly impact them. However, the prevalence of local farming businesses growing high value 






